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poetry from the streets put 2 hip hop and funk music 10 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, HIP

HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop Details: israel tacuma born in the uk, raised in babylon, learned 2 write in

the streets and present poetry 2 my black people.i have been writing poetry for over 15 years. i perform

with mbrc that mix hiphop with poetry, i also perform with malcolm's b4 mecca who have a cd out now

called "copulation". this here is the new cd called "amerikkka" with 10 new tracks speaking on whats been

going on in my own life and what has been going on in the world. i feel it's the best cd i have done so far.

10 track cd, taking it back 2 the old days when people had substance not just 24 tracks of fluff. my

favorite song on the cd is jacob miller, because it touches on the whole dread thing, i'm not the judge of

people, but in my days a dread or rasta was a person u could trust and had wisdom 4 u, now everyone

got dreads but r wicked inside, making songs that make afrikan people look bad worldwide. but why spell

amerikkka with 3 ks? 2 make the point that amerikkka has been osama 2 black pewople 4 years, not only

slavery, but the creation of what whites termed "niggers" in no way, do we say that all whites all

amerkkkans took part in this, but we all benifit from it. we put out r music 4 people 2 see that not all

afrikans r happy with the state of amerikkka today. yes it is one of the greatest countries in the world,

compared 2 what thoe, we must not forget the mumias and the 41shots. we must always remember the

past and look towards the future 4 r dreams. i know that i'm supposed to speak on the cd in this space,

but i feel anytime u r given a chance 2 speak 2 the people u should take it, the music should speak 4 itself
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